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Lazada is an online marketplace which boasts of being one of the largest online shopping
destinations in Singapore. It is a part of that popular e-commerce company Lazada which is
founded in 1995 by Liboy Bataniola. It is as big as eBay in Indonesia, which is Indonesia’s
fastest growing e-commerce community which is second only to the Singaporean e-
commerce community. It is a one of the main alternatives to Amazon for some items. Lazada
employs more than 50,000 employees to deliver items to customers, and ships more than 2
million orders daily. B2C The largest of their seller categories are the B2C (business-to-
consumer) products. So, basically, this means that the items sold through this platform are
for the use of the consumer. Davidtelugumoviedvdripfreedownload
Davidtelugumoviedvdripfreedownload Lazada also has a B2B (business-to-business)
platform, but this platform is currently not available in the Singaporean Market. The
business model of Lazada consists mainly of listings, and advertisement, as well as third-
party sellers. There are not only items to sell on Lazada; the platform also allows users to
benefit from their own packages. This is one of the main reasons why it is so successful. The
main benefits for the shopper of Lazada are that it offers great bargains and items usually
unseen in stores. B2C One of the benefits of the B2C category is that it offers a large range
of products, with a good selection of various categories. Lazada offers consumer goods such
as electronics, clothing, beauty, household, technology, and even garden. Another benefit is
that Lazada makes it easy for a customer to look through all of the items offered by the
shopping platform. Not only do the items have ratings on their own, but they also show their
status, such as new, on sale, and available. Lazada also offers many comments and reviews
by customers about their items, so this helps the user to make an informed decision. The
main hindrance to the success of the platform is that almost all the items have a very short
shelf-life. Some are only bought because of a bargain, and because they are already on sale.
Also, the quality of some items
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